
The Kavanaugh Court By Earl Ofari Hutchinson There are his hard-right rulings and opinions in
appellate cases on abortion and surveillance and wiretapping labor the financial industry and
corporate regulations immigrant rights and affirmative action. Wade the hard right’s relentless drive
to control the court what the Democrats can do to fight the Kavanaugh nomination and what the
SCOTUS will look like with him casting the deciding 5th vote in major cases. The Kavanaugh Court
also presents Kavanaugh’s own words from his major address to the American Enterprise Institute in
2017 that gives a telling glimpse into how he will rule once on the high court. Instead I find an op-ed
citing a lot of research but which is in fact simply *other* opinions and holding up as ludicrous such
judicial imperatives as ruling based on fact and not emotion drawing judicial opinion based on law
and not what I wish the law said and the Constitution. Hutchinson further notes the
#stopKavanaugh movement began with announcement of the nominee when it can be demonstrated
the #stopwhoever movement actually began *before* the nominee was announced. The Kavanaugh
Court If onlyIf only the author were as well-learnef in the English language as he purports to be in
the judicial system and legaleze of this country this would have been a much better read:

In The Kavanaugh Court political analyst Earl Ofari Hutchinson takes a laser look at his record on an
off the bench, He warns that the peril that Kavanaugh poses once on the bench is monumental:
There’s a paper trail that’s a mile wide and is filled with dire warnings of what will come with a
Kavanaugh on the SCOTUS. They all reflected the textbook conservative stance on these issues that
expand and endorse corporate and civil rights and liberties abuses, The Kavanaugh Court examines
the high stakes in the fight over Roe vs, The Kavanaugh Court is a stark and frightening assessment
of the long-term impact for the nation of a Kavanaugh Supreme Court: The Kavanaugh
CourtInteresting ReadI like this book it's compelling factual and straightforward. Unlike the other
reviews I've read I think the author is unbiased in his writing, This essay by someone moderately
versed in some layman's version of law is pure opinion and conjecture full of someone else's talking
points and completely devoid of original thought. I picked up this book to learn something more than
the sex-assault allegations that dominated the news: The best part about the pamphlet is detailing
the steps that the Democrats do have at their disposal to at least delay if not prevent confirming
Cavanaugh. This is not guesswork and a shrill cry of wolf. He obviously did his research! I
recommend this book. The Kavanaugh Court Sad there isn't a 0-star rating.Please do NOT let this
diatribe masquerade as non-fiction. If only they use them. The Kavanaugh Court.


